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For a new wave of trip planners who
custom-tailor holidays for discerning
clients around the globe, the new credo

is, "Your wish is my command." These bespoke
experiences can range from a week of high-
fashion fittings in Paris or London to luxury box
seats for mega sporting events like World Cup
soccer to a private African safari, documented by
a nature filmmaker.

Although they perform many of the same
functions as traditional travel agents, they
would probably prefer to call themselves travel
"arrangers." Because this is what they do: arrange
extraordinary vacation experiences that at first
glance seem impossible or much too complicated
for most people to make happen on their own.
But, in a way, they are also artists, for no small
amount of creativity goes into many of these
exclusive experiences.

Frosdick of London has created an over-the-top
London experience called Million Dollar Dandy.
Billed as a decadent slice of English high society,
the week includes fittings for a personalized
wardrobe comprising 14 Savile Row suits, 28
dress shirts and complementary silk ties from
Jermyn Street, 14 pairs of shoes and boots, and
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a selection of luxurious smoking jackets and silk
dressing gowns.

Also included is a one-off wood wardrobe
created byViscount Linley, the Queen of England's
custom-furniture-making nephew. On top of all
of this, clients can order a bespoke motorcar -
ranging from an Aston Martin sports car to an
armored SUV - with an interior that matches
their Savile Row threads.

NO SMALL AMOUNT
OF CREATIVITY GOES
INTO MANY OF THESE

EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES

"Million Dollar Dandy y.ras created to meet
the demands of high-net-worth individuals who
lead extremely busy lives, either earning money
or wanting to enjoy money in an ever more
opulent manner," says the experience creator
David Frosdick.

Although most of his clients wish to remain

anonymous, Frosdick says they are primarily --~
superwealthy, living in the Middle East, R ,..;-
China, Southeast Asia and Europe. One n
he is willing to divulge is the late Tetra P
heiress Eva Rausing who, he says, "spent alm
$500,000 on a bespoke shoulder bag crea
from exotic kudu hide with 24-karat gold fitting
and a matching bespoke coin purse."

Brown + Hudson creates bespoke trips on
seven continents. Each journey is rneticulousl
crafted in consultation with the client. The tri -
can have a geographical focus - a partie
country or region - or revolve around
themes: active, culinary, cultural, family, welln
wildlife and wine. Or they can be constru
around the individual's dreams, needs or secre;
passions. In other words, the sky's the limit.

"Most people are strangely surprised that we
value our craftsmanship and ethos as much
we do," says the company's founder, Philip
Brown. "The creative thought and planning rhaz
go into tailor-made experiences take time -
huge amounts of time and care. The rich cultur
textures, colorful characters and experiential
contrasts that are fundamental to our trips are
intelligently and meticulously planned."



~- - trips can be well out of the ordinary.
rastancc, Brown + Hudson crafted an East

safari carried out by private helicopter
ompany of a famed wildlife filmmaker,

- Rom, who documented the entire trip in a
.r cemovie just for the clients.
- e refuse to create anything standard or that

wold have done themselves," Brown says.
= is a nonnegotiable. We won't jeopardize

;:-rand values for the sake of winning new
Ik==. If we know that a certain budget or

-- are going to restrict the way we create our
:-. men we do say no."
:::rlusive access to famous sporting events is

lEi,;; ;0;:;:': at Roadtrips. Rather than a set package,
Canadian company lets clients create a

soaalized experience that includes not just
"'":5 ro an event, but also luxury hotels and
g.. a daily recreation or physical fitness

and other activities.
-.--..:any event," says Jeff Wills, Roadtrips vice

11I==~n[of marketing, "we have people staying
arious lengths of time at different hotels.
people want a private car and driver every
- me people want us to add side trips.

IF-r=o:7[Jmeis running on a different itinerary."

•

Only one thing is standard: "We sell travel the
way that we want to travel," says Wills. "We
don't want to be part of a group that's being
led around. That's really our niche in the sports-
travel industry."

Roadtrips' slate of events runs a broad gamut,
from Wimbledon tennis and Formula One races
to the Super Bowl, the Kentucky Derby and
the British Open golf tournament. Roadtrips is
already creating trips for the 2014 World Cup
and Winter Olympics. It also offers non-event
trips, like Porsche and Ferrari driving experiences.

Wills says the Monaco Grand Prix is one of
Roadtrips' most glamorous events each year and
the one that generates the most special requests.
"We had some clients who wanted to party where
the drivers party after the race," he says. "So we
were able to get them bottle service in a V.I.P.
area of a very exclusive club where the drivers
hang out. This year, we had a client who wanted
a helicopter transfer from the airport. But all of
the luggage wouldn't fit in the helicopter, so we
had to hire a second one on the spot just for their
luggage. A large part of our job is just making
those things happen."

Joe Yogerst

BESPOKE EXPERIENCES

:g Whether it's one-of-a-kind
~ lodgings, hard-to-reach
is destinations or custom-tai-
=:; lored experiences createdg from scratch, premium trip
il: planners deliver.
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